PRODUCT OVERVIEW

CONVENTIONAL DISRUPTORS

**NEEDLE**

The Needle Disruptor is an established equipment for disruption of IEDs.

**NEEDLE PLUS**

The Needle Plus is a development of ABP’s Needle Disruptor in answer to requests from a number of our customers.

**PIGSTICK**

The Pigstick Disruptor is an established disruptor suitable for disruption of devices that are contained in packages such as parcels, briefcases, etc.

**HOTROD**

Hotrod Disruptor is an established equipment for disruption of IEDs that are contained in larger or better protected devices such as suitcases, etc.

RECOILLESS DISRUPTORS

**ABL 1000**

The ABL 1000 Recoilless Disruptor (De-Armer) has been developed as a dual role equipment to defeat the threat posed by IED’s.

**ABL 2000**

The ABL 2000 is a Recoilless Disruptor designed as a dual role equipment to render safe IEDs found in containers such as briefcases, etc.

**ABL 3000**

The ABL 3000 is a “High Power” Recoilless Disruptor designed as a dual role equipment to render safe IEDs found in larger or better protected containers.
The Needle L Disruptor is a lightweight version of the already established equipment for disruption of IEDs.

The Pigstick L Lightweight is a general purpose Water jet Disruptor, suitable for render safe procedures on IEDs such as parcels and briefcases.

The Hotrod L Lightweight is a high power Water jet Disruptor, suitable for render safe procedures on IEDs, such as those contained in large parcels or suitcases.

The ABL 2000L Lightweight Recoiless is suitable for render safe procedures on IEDs such as those contained in parcels and briefcases.

The ABL 3000L Lightweight Recoiless is a high power Recoiless Disruptor, suitable for render safe procedures on IEDs, such as parcels or suitcases.

The ABL 4000L “Very High Power” Water jet Disruptor is suitable for render safe procedures on IEDs.

The PT 1517 Cartridge is designed to be fired from a Needle Disruptor.

The PT 1523 Cartridge is designed to be fired from the Needle Plus Disruptor.

The PT 1525 Cartridge is designed to be fired from the Needle Plus Disruptor.

The PT 1583A Cartridge is designed to be fired from the ABL 3000 Disruptor.

The PT 1589 Training Cartridge is designed to be fired from the LMDE Disruptor.

The PT 1590 Warshot Cartridge is designed to be fired from the LMDE Disruptor.

The Window Breaker is designed for IEDD vehicle clearances.
**EXPLODERS**

**ATLAS 150 RC**

ATLAS 150 RC is a radio-controlled electronic exploder, designed for remote firing of electric detonators.

**ATLAS 300 - 350**

ATLAS 300 & 350 are electronic capacitor exploders, very compact sized and sturdy, designed for firing electric detonators.

**ATLAS 400**

ATLAS 400 is an electronic capacitor exploder, compact and sturdy designed for firing electric detonators.

**ATLAS 400 RC**

ATLAS 400 RC is an electronic remote controlled exploder, designed for firing electric detonators.

**ROVS**

**MINEX**

Minex is designed to operate in all terrains and wide ranging environmental conditions. The Minex can be offered with a Shock tube adaptor.

**DIGITAL CYCLOPS**

The Cyclops Digital is the latest development in the Cyclops Series.

**GUARDIAN**

The Guardian is a very versatile and capable medium size ROV.

**SENTINEL**

The Sentinel is a heavy duty ROV.

**EOD TOOLS**

**NON-MAGNETIC TOOLS**

The Non-Magnetic Tool Kits are designed for work with UXO. Non-magnetic Testing and Certification Compliant to STANAG 2897 Annex C.

**BOMB SUIT**

The ABL 7000 provides protection against fragmentation, overpressure, blunt trauma and heat / flame ingress.

**AWCS**

The AWCS provides the de-commissioning of all types of UXO’s.

**ROCKET WRENCH**

The Rocket Wrench allows the user to render safe UXO’s.

**MINE PRODDER**

The Non-Magnetic Mine Prodder has been developed to locate mines buried at depths up to 250mm.

**BALLISTIC PAW**

The Ballistic Paw is a high and low order EOD solution for all forms of EOD Disposal.

**BALLISTIC FIST**

The Ballistic Fist is an extremely powerful EOD solution for high order detonation for maritime EOD disposal.

**FIRING LINES**

Twisted firing lines, colour black / brown, section 2 x 0.75 mm². A drum made of butyl rubber, very robust, black colour. Firing Lines offered from 100m to 500m.